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GERMANS

With the Ametican Army In France.
March 27. What promised to be a German attack on the American lines northwest of Toul this morning was broken
up by American artillery fire.
The enemy had heavily bombarded
certain positions of the American line

and then sent a sweeping barrage
No Man's Land. Enemy trench
mortars, firing from the west of Riche-court- ,
started a box barrage and from
enemy machine guns came a rain of ple: Mesdames W. R. Orme and J. A.
Copeland and Messrs. C. P. Chappel,
bullets.
from
W. W. Manning and T. N. Hollon.
emerged
The American infantry
Everyone should make it a point to
their underground covers at the prope
moment and advanced to meet the ex- cake part in the election both men and

pected assault. Meanwhile the American artillery had started a counter
barrage against the German side of
No Man's Land and apparently thit
was effective for, although the Americans waited, no Germans appeared.
What happened on the other side ol
the line is not known.
Enemy artillery fire has been heavy
and some shots were well placed. The
American gunners gave the enemy batteries a severe drenching with gas
shells.
There has been extraordinary activity
behind the enemy line and in his front
line trenches. The Germans also have
moved their batteries suddenly ano
changed the direction of fire and the
artillery firing ha3 increased.
The American guns in the past two
nights have given most of their attention to the German positions, where
there is íeaion to believe the troops
were being relievad. Probably .much
damage was done and the enemy artillery fire has been of a retaliatory nature.
American patrols entered the German lines last night at two points-n- ear
Richecourt and near Bemieres.
,

One patrol picked up an officer who
had been left behind on the previous

night in front of the German positions,
where he remained all day yesterday
obtaining information.
guns have
American
broken up enemy observation posts by
direct hits, demolished machine gun emplacements and deluged enemy dugouts.
Two new observation baloons have
appeared behind the German lines.
One is on the right of Beney and the
other near Woeville.
Enemy cavalry has been seen for the
first time, a number having passed
along the road from Bouillonville to
Pannes. The enemy artillery is now
firing from positions at Lamaitresse,
Ponce wood and southeast of Esseye.
This morning an enemy balloon near
Montsec fell to the ground. About the
same time two aeroplanes, one carrying
an American observer at the machine
gun, chased off a German aeroplane
while antiaircraft guns sent the other
scurrying back to his own lines.
Wednesday, March 27 The Germans

women, who have resided in the Btate
one year, in the county three months
and in the school district thirty days
next preceding the day of election. The
polls will be open from 8 o'clock in the

morning till o'clock in the afternoon.
Anyone desiring to vote for another
candidate than is named on any ticket,
may scratch the name and write in
place hereof any name desired.

Cedar Grove
Paul Bussell and wife left Sunday
tor Hot Springs, N. M., for a few days
stay.
Mr. Wheeler from Estancia, was the
guest of Bro. Simpson the first of the
week.

ard

bab?;

from

town visited over Sunday with Mr.
and daughter.

Ar-ne- tt

On last Friday Adolfo Tapia met
an accident at Romero's Mill, which
would have cost the life of anyone not
living under an especially lucky star.

While at work near the machinery, his
hat blew off, and in reaching for it, the
line shaft caught in his overalls, and in
freeing them, his jumper was caught
and wound his whole right arm around
the shafting, throwing his body around
and around. The shoulder wa3 pulled
dear of the socket and thrown down
The fireman stopped
several inches.

the machinery as quickly as he could,
expecting to find the workman dead.
A physician from Mouutainair gave
temporary treatment, and Tapia was
taken to a hospital in Albuquerque.
examination showed the bones
of the arm broken in several places and
lying in the aim at angles resembling
an old rail fence. Particles of broken
bone were removed from the arm, and
silver plates placed in position to hold
the bones so as to give them a chance
The shoulder blade
to knit again.
was also broken, as well as concussion
of the right hip and leg.
As soon as Tapia came out from the
influence of the anesthetic, following
the operation, he asked for food, saying he was hungry. It is reported that
ne went to Albuquerque after the horrible experience and into the hospital,
without even having lost consciousness.
X-ra- y

Fleasant View
Early and, Saunders
Saturday.
Estancia
at

Messrs, Snell,
did shopping

Seth Williams of Chapman settlement wasin this neighborhood SaturAndrew Northcutt and family, A. J.
'"'
day.
Furman and wife were visitors Sunday
.Singing was had at C. J., Early's
at the home of Mr. Wood.
Sunday night. ' Our Juniors are learn- Lewis Davis was here from Magdasing. very readily.
lena, last week transacting business, p&tq
3 ftoscoe East and lady and the Misses
i'he family formerly resided here.
Baldwin "oí Mouhtainarr attended sing
Miss Pearl Hopkins and brothers,
Sunday afternoon, ...
Clyde and John visited Sunday t vening ing
" Th'á Willi!áms,;br!otheri,! Wash
Erwin
at the home of Bro. Simpson and wife.
will leave Satuiday in
and
Clarence
The singing at the home of J. 0. Cofanswer to Uncle Sam's call. We refey and wife Sunday evening was well
gret seeing these boys leave their
attended and a most pleasant evening
widowed mother, with one younger
spent.
brother to help the mother.
Mrs. Adams returned home Saturbeen
studying
We folks have
day, from Los Cruces, New Mexico,
past week, that is our
the
Matthew
where she has been visiting with her
And we are
Sunday School folks.
son and family.
finding thing we never found before,
Mrs. J. 0. Coffey, and son Cyle,
that is the result of "study," not mereRobert Fain and wife, and the Misses
Our efficient superintendly reading.
Allen and Fain, were Albuquerque visient is due the credit for this step as
tors thisweek, returning Thursday.
he has taxed each member with his
MitBes Edna and Everdee Morris, and duty.
brother Lee, visited Saturday evening
Next Sunday the 31st, several from
and Sunday at the home of Mr. Martin
our community anticipate attending
and family in the Gran Quivira vicinity.
the Sunday School Convention at
Mr. and Mrs. Noble entertained at Round Top.
There will be Sunday
their home Saturday evening. Quite a School here as usual. In the absence
number of friends and neighbors were of the superintendent and Assistant,
present, and a most pleasant evening Bro. Brock Manning will serve instead.
spent.
We get in touch occasionally with
E. E. Eggleson, wife and daughter, "our boys" from this community, now
Miss Amy, arrived on Wednesday oí with the Stars and Stripes at the
this week for a short visit with Mrs. front. Lee Briggs is at Santiago de
Egglesons sister, Mrs. Rufe Sellers and Cuba, West Indies.
Oscar Sinclair at
family.
Dave Williams
Japan.
Yokohoma,
Bró. Stovall of the Church of Christ, and Jess Early at San "Francisco, Calis holding a very interesting meeting ifornia.
at Cedar Grove, this week. Bro. Stovall was formerly from Texas, and is
Move Up Your (lock
Attendance is
an excellant talker.

Moro-lone-

''

and Cheppeley.

It has

been suggested

that in

'

;w-"-

'

con-

nection with the District Sunday School
Convention at Round Top on Easter
Sunday, any families who care to do so

bring Easter Eggs, and give the children an Egg Hunt during the noon
hour. Any who care to are invited to
bring the eggs, and have their children
join in the hunt.

France is confident that the enemy is
wasting strength, and is strengthened
in this belief in the fact that the Ger- as in the past regarding the success of
mans have been weakening perceptibly. the drive, is reported by captured Ger- -

supper, or for luncheon if the family
is

accustomed to have dinner at night,

urged in order that the tremendous
crop of tubers produced in the United
States this year may be utilized as
fully as possible and spoilage avoided. Such increased use should, at
the same time, bring about a saving
of grain, since one common result of
eating more potatoes is the eating of
less wheat bread, which is a reasonable suggestion when one remembers
that both of them are used as a source
of starch in the diet. This reduction
in grain consumption is desirable, the
department points out, and there is
great need of grain for shipment to
our soldiers and to the soldiers and
civilians of other countries engaged
with us in the war against Germany.
It is claimed that there are more
than 100 ways to cook potatoes from
the primitive (and still probably the
best) methods of boiling or baking
with the skins on to the most complex
and seasoned dishes. Here are some
of the ways known. Have you tried
them all?
Boiled, chips, lyonnaise,
maBhed, pan browned, salad, in chowders,
shoestrings,
baked,
hashed
brown, mashed fried, stuffed, in fish
cakes, in light bread, plain fried,
French fried, gauffre, souffle, riced,
in hash, biscuits, saute, creamed, croquettes, au gratin, soups, in stews, in
meat-pi- e
crust.
is

'

The new Federal daylight saving law
goes into effect at 2:0(1 o'clock Sunday
morning March 31st. Every American

aster Egg Hunt

United States Department of
Agriculture in a recent statement.
"Now that the tubers are once more
plentiful and cheap they may well be
given a prominent place on the dinner table," continues the statement.
The eating of more potatoes for
the

!

SAVINGS

SAWMILL country's bumper potato crop?" asks

nicely.

weakened very perceptibly last evening
and sustained heavy losses during the
night, as a result. Efforts to break the
enemy lines on the west failed, the
Germans sacrificing numbers of men.
Apparently the Teutons are preparing to commence fighting in the Roye
and Noyen regions, but the allies are
prepared to meet attacks here.
The Bolsheviki forces have captured good.
Odessa, thus complicating the situation
in the east.
The British have
The French, English and Americans
are standing together presenting an
united front, whioh the Germans are
unable to batter down or break through.
The Teutons admit that they are failing in the drive, having lost fifty per
cent, of their forces taking part in the

"Are you eating your share of the

Little Theodore Bruce who has been
quite ill with pneumonia, is improving
Mr. McWhirter, wife

FIFTH IN SALE

SHAFT AT

ROMERO

railroad is getting ready to comply with
the law, as Director General W. G.
McAdoo has issued order number fourteen to that effect. Early Sunday morning on this part of the Bant a Fe Railway all train dispatchers, .trainmen,
and other employes on duty will advance their clocks and watches one
hour. Instructions have been prepared
and sent out from the office of the General Manager R. J. Parker in regard to
this change in time, as it is vitally important that every employe conforms
fc
w time,- - A. M. Hove."
th

for Scab and

RODEY

NEW MEXICO RANKS

AND THUS SAVE WHEAT
E

AWFUL ATTACK
With the election of a full board to
have charge of the local schools during
the coming year in this district, it behooves every father and mother to take
time next Monday to go to the polls
and cast a vote. The present board
nolds office under appointment of the
county superintendent, so that five
members are to be selected.
There have been several suggestions
made as to who should be selected to
have charge of the schools, and so far
as we have been able to learn the following will have the support of the peo-

MARCH 28, 1918

AT MORE POTATOES

ARM WOUND AROUND

MONDAY, APRIL FIRST

offensive.

THURSDAY,

MOUNTAINAIR, NEW MEXICO,

VOL. II

mm

Black Leg

The following treatment is used for
potatoes. It is effective against scab,
black-leand other diseases.
Corrosive Sublimate, (Bichloride of
mercury) treatment is as follows;
Soak the uncut seed one and one halt
to two hours in a solution made by
dissolving two ounces of corrosive
sublimate in six gallons of water.
This Solution is very poisonous and
should be kept away from children
and stock.
Formaldehyde Treatment: Immerse
the tubers two hours in a solution of
Formaldehyde one pint, and water 30
g

VIEWS OF THE WAR

STAMPS

capita purchases of war savings stamps,
and the hundreds of faithful thrift
stamp workers throughout the. state
are to be heartily congratulated on the
splendid showing they have made. The
people who have bought these stamps,
to a total on March 1, of 1728,000 are
to be congratulated oa their wisdom
and patriotism. We are proud of the
result thus far and grateful to the men
and women and the boys and girls who
have helped bring it about."
This, briefly, is the expression of
Hallett Raynoíás, state director of the
war savings campaign, on the treasury
department's statement of war savings
stamp sales on March 1. Mr. Raynolds
is elated over this showing, but he puts
a strong proviso on his elation.
"Good as this showing is," he said
today, "we must not fail to recognize
that $728,000 is an amount far short of
$7,000,000; and that $2.08 per capita,
good as it is, is still practically $18
short of our per capita of $20 for 1918.
We have a long way to go to reach our
state quota and while I firmly believe
we will reach it, we cannot do so if a
single degree of energy is lost, or there
is the slightest slackening of oiir campaign throughout the state.
I hope
and believe that this showing will
hearten every one of our little army of
thrift stamp workers. I believe it will
encourage more buying and new savers.
But it must be remembered that it has
taken us three months to reach this
$278,000, and we have now only eight
months left to produce the other
of that seven million dollars.
It means hitting the ball every minute
from now to December 1. What has
been done merely proves what we can
de. Let's get into the harness and
finish this big job for ourselves and our
hs

country."

Martin Eugene Cooper

Moun-tainai- r,

The many acts of kindness extended
to us during our recent sorrow has
proven the friendship of the people of
Mountainair, and words fail to express
our appreciation of such friendship.
That each of you in similar sorrow may
find friends as true is our sincere
wish.
M. Cooper
... ... .M,rvtn(l
and Family.

NEW BAIL SUITS

The law provides that when
not paid prior to April 1st, collection - The baseball suits have arrived, and
shall be made through the justice of the boys are getting restless to get inthe peace, and costs addud.
See the to a game to try them out With the
clerk of your board and pay your dol-- new suits, the Mountainair boys will
lr

bow.

so

far from the

guess.
I have done my guessing as well as
the rest of you. Long ago in this war,
I came to the conclusion, that with a
moderate number of men, and plenty
of artillery and ammunition, when each
side is properly entrencheoTa war is a
stand-ofand that neither side can win
by direct battle. It is teo cumbersome
to bring up the heavy guns over ground
f,

won.

If it were otherwise, Gen. French
at the be-

would have been annihilated

ginning of the war, and the Germans
at the Marne,
superior in
vastly
they
were
because
numbers, training and equipment at
that time. But when they rán up
against French's entrenchments near
Paris, they failed, as they could not
bring forward their heavy artillery in a
day or two, and so they had to retreat
some forty or more miles.
The Germans also swept down into
Italy last fall or early winter, but
were soon stopped, and have since
been kept at bay I have wondered
why the EnRlish and French, while
they had time, and before the Germans moved their immense armies
from the eastern front, did not go
after the Germans on the western
front.
I have concluded they did not do so,
because they found to their cost at
Cambrai, that it is of little use to bend
in a front line a few miles, that it cannot be held, and the losses of the attacker are as three to one as compared
with the defender.
So the French and English and the
Americans, according to my guess,
wisely just waited for the Germans to
begin this last world battle, the allies
contenting themselves with preparing
line after line of defense, one behind
the other, and as was stated in a dispatch yesterday, did not intend to "pay
the price" of holding the first line, but
intended to let the Germans advance
past the first, second or third line of
entrenchments,
thus getting them
farther and farther away from their
supplies, and the allies destroying all
railroads and means of transport and
roads as they retired, bat giving the
Germans considerable to do at every
would not have stopped

line.

Then if this is so, the allies are simply performing a part of their strategy
in retiring, and are doing it to make
the Germans "pay the price" and the
lattor are doing it, from all accounts.
I have thought for a year that the
German people must be on the verge
of revolution, and I think so still, in
spite of all I hear to the contrary, and
I think this great battle, where the
Germans are "paying the price," is but
an effort of the kaiser to win a victory,
so as to save his face with the German
people. The allies could not tell whero
the blow was to come. They therefore
had to be prepared at every point of
the six hundred miles of front.
In my opinion the Germans chose
the sector in front of Paris for two
reasons. First, because to enter Paris
in case of success, would depress the
world, and enthuse the German people,
and second, the point selected is about
at the division line between the English
and French. If the Germans could get
in between the two allied armies, then
they would turn north after the English
alone, and south after the French alone,
with the hope of forcing France which
they think is "bled white" into a separate peace, and so have only England
and the Americans to fight.
They can never do this, even though
they have three soldier to two of the
allies, for the allies aro fighting or.
thejr own ground with entrenchment
after entrenchment, fully equipped and
prepared to retire to, and as soon as
the Germans got within twenty miles
of the English channel, the British
&ect would stop tbenj with Hi long din

....

Poll tax of one dollar for each male
citizen of voting age is now due and
payable to the clerks of the school dis-

tricts.

We away off here

scene of action are interested of course
very competent to form
East Las Vegas, N. M., March 25.-"- We but we are not
as to the meaning of 'what
have done well. New Mexico judgments
is occuring. We simply speculate, and
stands fifth in the list of states in per

"

Pay your Poll Tax

HIS

Of

Martin Eugene Cooper, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Cooper
died on last Friday afternoon at the
home about two miles north of
after a very short illnes of
stricture of the bowels. Eugeae had
not been well, but had continued his
school work, the family thinking it
merely an attack of tonsilitis.
On
gallons.
The essential thing is to soak the Thursday morning he became worse
tubers for two hours in the dilute .dis- and a physician was called. But all
infecting solution. The method of that could be done availed nothing,
doing this may vary with the conveni- death claiming him on Friday afternoon.
ences or ingenuity of the operator.
The funeral was held on Saturday af
R. L. STRONG,
County Agricultural Agent. ternoon, conducted by Rev. T. V. Ludlow, interment being in the family plot
on
the homestead. The services were
Old Bay State in Line
attended by friends and neighbors from
all around Mountainair. A number of
Boston, Mass.,
26. The
March
floral tokens showed the appreciation in
house late today ratified the prohibiwhich the young man was held by all.
tion amendment to the federal con
Eugene was a bright young. fellow, a
stitution by a vote of 145 to 91. The
among his chums, and made
leader
resolution now goe3 to the senate.
friends of everyone he met, whether of
own age or of more mature years.
South Dakota and Delaware his
We will miss him from school, Sunday
South Dakota has gone on record as School, and with his chums.
The family has the sympathy of the
the tenth state of the Union to ratify
the Constitutional Amendment making entire community.
National Prohibition effective.
The
legislature of this state, as has been
the case in all that have thus far voted
on the proposition, approved the measure by hrge majorities.
Delewarewas
the ninth state to ratify the vote there
being a little better than four to one.

GIVES

-

m.
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Rodey Gives bis

mm pays

'

State of New Mexico, County ot "JW
War
Views of the
ranee, in the Justice of th i Peace
HIS INCOME TAX
Court, Precinct No. 15.
J. S. Dyer,
tftDC (UBI.
By ROBERT McBLAIR.
itiff,
Bit oh, th power of a kaiser, to
vs
Mr. Simpkins pnzed at the portrnlt
í Suit in Attach
Ml the wall till Ms eyes fi le! wl 1.
drito hii young men to certain death, G. H. Morgan,
)
Defendant,
tears. It wns a portrait of h'.x fntl.tr
"pay the price" with their lives In G.C.Fulferand Í
Colonel Slmpklns. who hnfl f; i:r timos
this wayl Barely the German peopU Riley Reynold
bwn promotor! for nlor li li g the
Garnishees. J
CIrll War and hnd died hravH.v on the
will revoluta, and so abolish their inTo G. II. Morgan, defendant, an . K.I
Mr. Simpkins' tliront
field of action.
fernal government and end this horror
Reynolds, garnishee:
ached now for two renaona1 First, ho
of horrors. Bernard S. Rodey.
memory of
You are hereby notified that a auu reverenced and odorod th
his father; secondly, his ajee and his
While has been filed and is now pending m tin eyes and his gamo log wouldn't let hlni
Don't be glum and morose.
Justice of the Peace Court in and for to (o war himself. And ns he observed
conditions are not perfect, life is still
iineompronils-InPrecinct No. 15, Torrance County, New the martial hearing and
worth living. There are snen who arof Colonel Simiiklns lie saw,
K7o
Mexico, by the above named p'.aintitT In Imagination, tlio kluikl-diu- l
lads of
gue that living is high, but they might
H. M ' rrn. the now troncratlon pinr"hlnjr forth and
G.
you,
said
the
against
try dying. A living man gets shaved
crossing throo thcix.-ii"miloa of son to
That the general object of said i tu u
fight, maybe dio f.r liberty.
for 15 cents but a dead one pays $5 and
is suit on note and account, and a
Mr. Slmpklns in-eunomd to niako
feavar kicks. A rood overcoat costs
property, accounts, m v. yt sure lliat noitlior I'oss nor John (who
your
A
$100.
costs
$25, but a wooden one
of sixteen
were at the leasing
and cretiiie,; and you the said Ril-grave digger will plant potatoes for
seventeen) írcre where thoy could
and
Reynolds are hereby commanded to seo Mm,
thin ho straightened ami
twenty cents an hour, but for planting
if threw his right arm up for a salute.
answer
make
and
court
come
into
A
you he gets four times as much.
P.ut his gou'v shon'dor twinged, and he
anything you have of the said defen
jitney to a theatre costs $2 but one to
groaned. lit1 rnuM'i'i even salute.
ant, G. H Morgan, or whether there
.
the cemetery costs $5. Come to think
"Damn !" said Mr. Rlmpk'ns. and
said Morgan any money, a
twirled his
with hN Iier hand ;ii",-lf it there are a lot of things left to due the
mus
You are furth
white
credits.
or
counts
live for in this world, despite the high
lie turned and llmt'! Into the
notified that unless you enter your
"prices and contrary weather. -- Calvin
and nat down cnrkily before the
in said cause on or before th.. mnhognny desk on which were lying
D. Walker.
6th day of April, 1918, plaintiff will the blanks for his Income tax statement, blanks which he had rather
-One of the Third Liberty Loan Pos- apply to the court for the relief d
gnmipl'.v got from the Internal Revenue officer only Mint (lav after lunchters portray h a child at his mother's manded in his complaint.
eon on his way home from the club. L
R.
attorney
is
That plaintiff's
knee, praying for the safety and vicMr. Slmpklns" !""onic for 101" had
tory of his brother in France, in these Hitt, whose P. O. address is Willar , amounted to Jus! about $1.000. and ho
N. M.
hnd been rather snappy on the subwords:
ject
of taxes ever since he hnd discovof
day
Witness my hand this 15th
"Now I lay ma down to sleep,
ered
thnt the more Income n man has
February, 1918.
'
I pray the Lord my soul to keep.
the greater the perceti'nge of It he
Speckmann,
A.
P.
pays In tnxe. lie could think of sevGod bless my brother gone to war,
men who, like himself, were mareral
Precinct
Peace,
the
of
Justice
so
far.
in
France
Across the seas,
and hnd two children, and yet,
ried
No. 15, Torrance Co., N. M.
Oh, may he fight for Liberty
although their Incomes were nearly
half of Ills, they would p.'i.v only a
Save millions more than little me
small
fraction of the amount he paid.
From cruel fates or ruthless blast,
He gloomily drew the blank nearer
And bring him safely home at last."
and began filling In the iniornintion
thnt It asked for.
As Mr. Simpkins' Income was ifUVOOO
The sons of god would be willing to
be had to figure out the amounts payupturn the sod and grow a whopping
able on each of the successive smaller
big crop this year if all the members of
Add to the pleasure of your classes of incomes In order to arrive
at the total due from himself. lie
the advisory board would only come in home life.
passed over the first class who must
aid sign a contract to do the extra
Entertain your friends and as pay taxes, thnt Is. single men making
work required on the job. There are eiat in the education of .your over 1.000. His calculation for married men then showed up as follows:
nough uplifters in the country to in- children.
First, thoy pay 2 per cent, (under
sure a full yield under this arrangethe 1916 law) on all Income over
$4.000, deducting ?200 for each of their
ment. Field & Farm.
under eighteen years. In Mr.
The following prominent citi children
Slmpklns case this was $212, which hs
zetiH of this section of the state put down In the "payable" column.
He saw next that, under the 1017
FARMERS TRADING CO. have purchased from us :
law, married men pay an arMItlonal 2
per cent, on all over $2 000 with the
Groceries, Dry Goods, Notions J. M. Casaus, Santa Rosa
same allowance for children. This
$252 to his "payable" column.
added
Pintada
Martinez,
áoluiuon
Mountainair, N. M.
He then observ ' that for every
H. E. tthipp, Pastura
Is Income over $5.000
$2,f)0() Jump In
li. A. Archuleta, Encino
he had to pay n Surtax, the percentage
Here are a few prices :
"
growing larger with endi Jump. This
K. U. Dillon,
1.00
6 lbs. Bulk Coffee
was $250 more added to his burden.
"
Mrs. A. Barela,
1 lb. Wedding Breakfast
And on top of all this came an "Ex"
Tony Stanton,
cess Profits" tax of 8 per cent, on all
0.33
Coffee
"
"occupation" income over $6,00!), makJuau Gonzalez,
1 lb. Ground Arbuckle's

the profit renllred thereon le Income
for the year of sale.
mounts received In payment of
notes or mortgages li not Income, bat
the Interest on o h notes or mortgages la taxable income.
From the entire gross Income certain allowances are made, la arriving
at the net Income.
Necesssry expenses actnally paid in
the conduct of business, trade or. profession may be claimed.
A farmer can claim payments far
labor, seed, fertiliser, stock feed, repairs on bulldlngn. except h! dwelling;
repairs of feneea and farm machinery,
materials and small tools for Immediate nse.
Th amount of rent paid for a farra
may also he claimed as a tenant farmer's emense.
PdYiiirj'ts for 've stock are allowable If l ourht r resale. But If bought
for breeding punosos cattle are an Investment, not an expense, and cannot

FEDERAL INCOME

TAXJN BRIEF
The reauirercsnts

Boiled Down

for Busy Folks.

"

:h!i-ment-

s

.

.

PLAYER

PIANOS

I

Returns must be filed on or before
April

1, 1018.

Tax due may be paid now or on oi
before June 15, 1918.
If you were single and your net Income for 1917 was $1,000 or more you
must file a return.
If you were married and Urlng with
wife (or husband) and had a net
of $2 000 or more for 1017 ou
mus! file a return.
Husband's and wife's Income must
be considered Jointly, plus Income of
minor children.
Income of a .nlnor or incompetent
derived from a separate estate, must
be reported by his legal representative.
Severe penalties are proTlded for
those who neglect or evade the law.
For false or fraudulent return there
Is a penalty not exceeding $2,000 fine
or year's Imprisonment, or both, plus
100 per cent, of tax.
For' failure to make return on or
before April 1. 1918, fine Is from $20
to $1.000, plus 50 per cent, of tax due.
Returns must be filed with the Collector of Internal Revenue of district
e

In which you live.

1--

2

e

not allowable.

The costs of machines, Instruments,
vehicles or implements that are more
or less permanent In character are not
allowable as an expense. They are In-

or otherwise Incapacitated.
Each return must be signed and
sworn or affirmed by person execut-

vestments.
Interest paid on a mortgage or other
personal Indebtedness Is allowable on
a personal return.
All taxes paid within the year can
be taken out on a federal return, except federal Income taxes, Inheritance
taxes and assessments for local Improvements.
Losses sustained In buslnesa or
tbrouch Are, storm or shipwreck or by
theft, except when compensated by Insurance or otherwise.
Wear snd tear of rented buildings or
machinery osed In business may be

ing It.

Single persons are allowed 11.000
exemption In computing normal tax.
A married "person HvllTjr with wife
(or husiiand) Is allowed $2,000 exemption plus $200 for' each dependent
child under 18.
A head of family, though single. Is
allowed $2,000 exemption If actually
supporting one or more relatives.
Returns mna show the entire
amount of earnings, gains and profits
received during the year.
Officials and employees are not taxable on the salaries or wages received
from a state, county, city or tewa In
the United States,-Interest on state and municipal
bonds Issued within the U. 8. Is exempt from federal Income tax and
should be omitted.
Interest oh United "States government bonds Is also exempt, except oa
Individual holding! of Liberty Fours Is
excess of $!5,000 par value.
Dividends are not subject to normal
tax, but must be reported and Included
In net Income.
Gifts and legadea are
Income
and should not be included ob the return of the beneficiary.
Life Insurance received as a bes-flcla-

claimed.
Ten can also claim the amount paid
to the Red Crwm and to other chartht-h!e- ,
relglons or educational organisation to the extent f 16 per cent f

.

your net

far away. Iu actual distance we may

be nearer home than If we were In
Egypt, says a correspondent of the
Manchester Guardian. We knew a lot
Egypt before wo went there, but
ut
very few of us knew anything at all
about Salónica, and the country which
lies behind it, nor did that country
know anything about us. Coming here
you pass through that highly flavored
town as through a gate, and enter a
strange country, n country of queer
people, queer nntmalsand queer names.

ry

or os

pren!:r.rs paid

maturity bt surrender ef

baefc At
policy Is net

Income.

Payments received for real or personal property sold b) not Income, but

acres, 4 miles from Mountainair,
ht.ulow water, $5.00 per acre.
160 acres, 3J miles I rom town, on
prairie, good well, $10.00 per acre.
160 acres, 4
miles from town, in
cedar and piñón timber; first class improvements; good well sol t water, well
equipped; live stuck and farm implements. All goes for $5500.00.
160 acres, half mile from town; 70
acres in cultivation. $5000.
270 acres well improved; good water,
good grass and some timber; plenty of
f aiming land; west of Mcintosh in
240

$3,500.00,
320

acres,

2 miles

east of

Mount-

ainair; well improved, good well; 020
acres in farm; two beta house. $15.00
per acre.
120 acres, 11 miles north of town,
rooU well water, $1200.00.
160 acres, 10 miles north of town,
good well; 80 acres in farm; small house
$1600.00.
Term3 if taken at once.
320 acres, 11 miles northeast of town;
good well, houie and corrals. Fine
grass country. $7.60 per acre.
160 acres, 8 miles north of town;
shallow water;
house; 80 acres
in cultivation; good well; some other
improvements, $1250.00.
FOR QUICK SALE: 240 acres, 100
in farm; all lenced and cross fenced;
house, lots ot bain room; good
timber and orchard. $3500.00.

If you cicn't hi,u what ycuwsnthere
see us. We can fit you out with almost anything you may want in deeded
lands, live stock or relinquishments.
vVe are in touch with parties from all
parts, and if you care .to buy or sell,
see or write us.
.

Shaw

&

Payne

Mountainair, N. M.

loieorasv

Macedonia Country ef Queer Pecple.
Here In Macedonia we are so very

nt

Here are a few bargains in land.
They will not last long at these prices:

foot-nill- a,

storekeeper can claim amounts
paid for advertising, clerk hire, telephone, wa'er. llcbt and fuel, also dray-agand freight bills and cost of operating and repairing wagons and
trucks.
A physician can claim cost of his
professional supplies, rent, office help
telephone, expense of team or automo
bile used In mnklne professional cnlN
and expenses attending medical conventions.
A dentist can claim similar Items,
except team or auto eipense, which
are not necessary In his profession.
Expenses that are personal or connected In any way with the support or
well being of r person or family are
A

fr

Mountainair, N. M.

Consider the ways of the barnyard
pigeons. They contend not neither do
they scrap.
The time to trim a bad habit is the
same as an apple tree when your
knife u sharp. ;
It take half of life to learn how to
live the other half and then we don't
practice what we know.
A great many men who start off hotfoot after business congeal below the
ankles before the catch it.

ing $720 more.

The total, then, he must pay was fourdollars.
teen hundred and thirty-fou- r
"Whewl" exclaimed Mr. Slmpklns
angrily. "There's young Henry
who. married Jake Johnson's girl,
he makes $2.000 and he doesn't pay a
cent of taxes. I guess this is his war
as well as mine I"
Thinking of young Henry VVIlklns,
he remembered that Mrs. Wilklns went
every afternoon to make bandages for
the Red Cross and that Henry, who
wns a lawyer, was aiding the Local
Draft Board with Irs questionnaires.
"Well." he admitted to himself,
"tbnf makes a difference."
He thought next of Judge Wlllough-hy- ,
whose Income was about $3.000.
"He only pays $20," commented Mr.
Siinpkltis, not quite so angrily this
time; and then a thought struck him
and he sat up rigidly In his chair.
Jurlgn Wllloughby's son had been
drowned on the Tuscnnia whou It was
We can refer you to hundreds submarined with the loss of two hunof other satisfied customers and dred soldiers.
".h:dgo Willougbbv rave his son tq
are confident we can please you.
America." muttered ',r Slmpklns.
forward suddenly and put
fill out the following coupon and Hefaceleaned
In bis hands.
his
mail it to us today. You will reFor a long time Mr. Slmpklns sat
ceive by early mail Eree Cata- very still In that position. There was
do sound In the library except the
log, Prices and Terms.
ticking of the tall clock and an occasional trill of laughter from the children skylarking upstairs. The squaro
of light on the carpet gradually withdrew Itself through the window, and
Geo.. P. Learuard Piano Co.,
flri-- t
twilight and then darkness settled
214 S.Walter St.
in ebout the quiet, white haired, someAlbuquerque, N. M. times Irascible old man,
Mr. Simpkins was thinking things
Dear Sir: I am interested in
whjch he would never afterward speak
a piano or Player Piano and
of. he was thinking things that were
you may send me catalog of too scored ever to ha put Into words.
But some Inkling of his thoughts may
your pianos prices and terms
be found In his rejoinder to Mr.
My address is:
Simpkins when that placid lady came
In and turned on the lights, and asked
hint whether he was ready for dinner.
"Judge Wllloughby's only gon was
worth as much ns fourteen hundred
,,N.M
dollars, wasn't he"
and thirty-fou- r
Mr. Simpkins demnnded of her.
As his wife, who was not unused to
Upon receipt of the above, his superficial Irritations, vatched him
In mild astonishment, Mr. Slmpklns
giving your address, you will re- limped out to the hall and took his
enne
ceive prompt attention.
old felt hat and
from the hat rack. Letting himself out
Into the foggy evening, he tapped his
way down to the corner, and mailed his
Income tax statement and check with
Geo. P.
his own hands.
"Now. Ood be thanked." said Mr.
Slmpklns as the lid clanked shut over
214 S. Walter St,
Ms missive, "I can do this much for
New Mexico
taf countir, anyhow,"
Wil-kln-

s,

t.

1--
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be allowed.

An agent may file return
a person who Is 111, absent from the country

'

Elias Spear, Estaucia
0.23
Coffee
.
Clay Keen,
Pink Salmon, King Brand,
"
Van Lane,
0.19
per can
Euciuo
A. Anchi,
Chic Salmon, King Brand,
"
K. D. Bacbichi
0.23
per can
John Mcüiliivray, Lucy
0.20
2 2 lb. Can Kraut
21-lb. Empson Homiuy.. 0.15 Mountainair School, Mountainair
A. Speckuianu,
21-- 2
0.17
lb. Tomatoes
kk
Lloyu Orine,
1'.
2 2 lb, Pineapple
Ernest Davis,
21-- 2
0.23
lb. Peaches
41
A. Cooper,
J.
1 gal. can Apples
0.53
Large Pail Jewel Compound 2.35 Miss Mabel Sellers, "
Potatoes, per 100 lbs..... 2. 85 K. Komero, Torreón
Miss Uracylda Garcia, Tarreon
And in fact everything we sell
K. L. Markle, Willard
is at Rock Bottom Prices.
Willard Hotel,
Come and see us before you
Cri8tiuo Chavez,

f--

Shaw & Payne

í

TAMP
EVERY DAY?

4

buy elsewhere.

Farmers Trading Co.
JTOUa LEISURE AND
IN YOUR OWN HOME

mmm í; w

W solicit pvrmiMloa to bow you Uie new
WALL PAPER SAMPLES from

HENRY BOSCH COMPANY
NEW YORK

1U LmAiu Uu

Quality

tie

CHICACO
PrfcM Moderate
Hlgluut

D. W. Toth,
Local Representative

Mountainair, New Mex.

sliver-heade-

...

LearnardPianoCo.

Általe,

t

If you buy 25c Thrift Stamps at the rate
of only one a day, and exchanged each
book of 16 (with a few cents added) for a
certificate worth $5,00 in 1923, you are saving
money at the rate of $10.00 a month.
Good investment, isn't it? And a patriotic habit
besides for every single Thrift Stamp is a little
added momentum behind the one great common
desire to shorten this war.
Thrift Stamps are for sale at the postoffice,
by all mail carriers and at

most stores.

THIS ADVERTISEMENT PAID FOR AND DONATED BY

d

Amble's Pharmacy

.

'

it

Í3T

LINES

I have special bargains in

LAND

TIMES
DIMES
si

fe,

Leases
8

Dry Cows

Milk Cows,

Horses

Mares

Mules

Pigs

Ifi fact I baf rcpl Bí,rcir. ir
thircr a Farmer or 5
Good Town Lotr in th
best part of
Ranchman needs.
$j
Mountamalr. See me before you buy.

ier

S. L. KEITH LEY
Office in

s

Front of the Mountainair Lumber Company Store

STRAYED-O- ne

Li harming

J

'S

hereford bull, bran
ded cross on shoulder, a on side and T
on thigh; 4 years old; notify J.H. Gibbs
3 21 3tp
and receive pay for samt'.

Filings

Live Stock

A few lines in this column will reach
more people than you can see in a
month. If jcm have anything to sell,

trade or give away, tell your neighbors
about it through this column. If you
want to bay, you Kay find that one of
your neigkbers wants to sail that very
thing. Tat cast ia aaaall ceaspared ta
results.

Spedal Display

A

Relinquishments

Deeded

FOR SALE or TRADE: Team of
work horses, well worth the money. P.
H. Miller, 1 mile north, 4 miles east of

oprmgiiats
tor faster

(

A

t
rmenasnip.
-

Has been the saving factor in many a man's business career.
Such friendships are not formed in a day, however, they reqiire the
influence of time.
ripening
3
Mountainair.
Make this bank your friend ,nd ally now, then vhn the crui.! point
well enujh
arrives in your busings';, it will know you and your
WANTED Second hand tock tank,
to gire assistance.
J
about 4 to 7 barrel content. Inquire at
This truth is as important and useful ro the individual a to the
ÍS
business man.
this offiee.
Gall in and we will be glad to exphin at any tirni 'hr advantage in a
3

Prices Range from

$1 to

$10

ISS SAUNDERS
at the

Farmers Trading Co.

arniBamWrHsnasaismaEgs

san

52Í33BEE232EER3

mare,
bay
STRAYED
heavy blocky built and
black
horse colt, both branded X on left aide
of n'eik, brand not very distinct. Notify Mrs. W. B. Hoyland, 2 milts east
of Mountainair.

Pay your Poll Tax now at Orme
cantile Company store.

!

1

fhe Torrante County Savings Bank
of VVSU.ARD, íS. V?.
"The Bank of Persons! Services"

Mer-

inquiring what the interior department
The Circus Parade
is doing towards the classification of
e
FOR SALE-tea- m
of mares, fresh
the larnjs coming tinder the new
day,
early
your
In
childhood's
milk cow, some fresh hams and shoulgrning homestead act. Every
body is on the tackle to learn if possi-- Did you ever haste away
ders, and about 8 or 10 tons of bean
band
playing
was
(
When
the
circus
hulls! R. Sellers,
ble how soon they can expect an allow:
ountaimir, N. M.
on the street?
George Otis Smith, director of the Oh! that grand and gay parade
geJüj.ical tcrvey, is the old papier With its tinsel all displayed,
Home Grown Seed Potatoes
How it thrilled you with its measured
mache man rho has had five gangs of
rhythmic beat.
men in Coloiado exsmininp lands in the

Hlountainair Independent

a

21-St- p

Included in this collection are BUSTLE
BACK HATS, THE NEW MUSHROOM POKES,
SMARTNESS is the key-no- te
and CHIC TURBANS.
of these hats and you will be very agreeably surprised to find such splendid style and

quality at these popular prices. It vííi be worth
your while to see my hats before baying

)i(jsx3W31t1itJkvAx
o
A strong Dank s

640-acr-

Published every Thursiay by

1

Mountainair Printing Company
Mountainair, New Mexico
P. A. SPECKMANN, Editor and Manager.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
$2.00 per Year, payable in advance

Springs, Sterlirg, Del Norte,
And those horses, young and old,
Pueblo and Lamar districts. Practical- Drawing wagons, white and gold,
ly ii.ll of th2 lands included in applicaWith their little open windows in the
tions fi!eu in the 3tei ling, Del Norte
rear,
and Lsmar districts have been examin
Where you'd see some strange beast's
ed and a large area included in
snout
tuns pending in the Glenwood Spiings S.uffing uir in from without,
and Pueblo districts have been covered,
As they slowly in th.3 distance
but nothing U coming out of Nazartth.
Tne rai tapers at Washington have
ther.j malteii unt!..-- consideration, but Then the giraffe's neck you spy,
on-knows hnv nuny years will be Like a steeple, puinting high,
rtqu;ied to dig tht.m cut from under
Wuh his head from his body so rehas
Tim
just
liouóe
rr.bb.sh
tap.
the
mote,
an approp. iation of $150,000 And you thought he'd "take the cake"
to let these feilowa goon with their For the thirst he'd have to slake
work.-iw- ld
o fmm
And the pain from a feverish ore

Gienv.-oc-

Entered a3 Second CIhbs Matter Oce
at
tober 13, 1916, at the
Mountainair, N. M. under the Act of
March 3, 1879.
post-offic-

applica-Arrangemen-

have been made ly
in conjunction with
Independent,
the
the live businessmen cf Mountainair
for the issuance of Daily Pul.etins each
afternoon, the past several days. These
Bulletins are received by wire and
sufficient copies struck off to supply
the business houses so that our puplo
may have an inkling of the progress
"over there." These will be continued
riurintr the "irreat drive" and as long
as there is demand for them.

n--

'

The Independent ia being mailed to
most of the soldiers and sailor laddies How you liked the funny clowns
The strenuous fighting that han been
who have gone from ibis vicinity, both In théir white and checkered gowas,
going on the pact week, has proven
With their faces painted whiter than
to th. front and in training.
If relathat the Teutons expected to win the
a sheet;
tives ;f others will give us the addres- drive bv sheer force of men. Piisoners
And
the hairy dromedary,
scí, wo wiií be filad to rend the paper
'
cantured bv the Allies have acknowl- With
his eyes so very glary
reguh.rly to th bcyu whether at the
edged that German officers did not beAs
he munched his chewing gum
front, at training camas or in the Malieve it possible that effective resistalong the street.
rine service. There is no charge for
ance could be made to the onslaught of
the 'íc sub:'e"iptiom',.
Then the band with all its "pep"
The awful saciitice of
the Hun hosts.
lives on the part of the Germans, would
T ho tract ;r doesn't sweat when the Made you quicken up your step,
t.Vers

are raised a notch or two.

-

The
over here.
Kaiser has shown how cheap he values
the livas of his subjects.

So you follow

is

dotted with people

NEW MEXICO

Fiancisco Mountain
without Irrigation. Mountainair ProGrown

in San

duce Company.

bull
FORSALE: A
calf, from good stock. Mrs. Amy Hec!
tor, Cooper's Addition, Mountainair.
two miles north'FOR RENT-Fa- rm
140
to cultivate.
town,
acres
east of
Inquire Mountainair State Bank.

Why Pay Rent?

FOR SALE- -2 black mare mules, 16
hands high, weight 1200 pounds. Cheap.
W. N. Carter, halt mile north of Moun-

To continue paying rent year after year, is not
showing economy and thrift. Why not secure a
lot and build your own home, and instead of

3--

paying rent to someone else, be your own landlord? We have a few choice lots left well located, at prices that will astonish you. Come in
and le 's talk it over.- -

FOR SALÉ: 2 young work mares
cheap. A. L, Lidzy, 12 miles southeast

that procession

FOR SALE: Rhode Island Red
Where each side-shoout jn front
Cockerels, $1.50' to $2.50. H. B. Reed,
Gives some strange and startling stunt,
2J miles noith of Mountainair.
And you take in all attraction that

J

Big' Ben

are free.

alias

Alarm Clock

I

T'iS
IV

ottow

people soKioui
''aLnn clock''' now a
.so

.lay? Liu y say "Big Den.0
ii
Thoy know .Big Men 's
tho npot when it comes
to punctual falling ainl de
pcndnlilo timekeeping;.
Tlicy know that with proper
care ami a drop of nil every
Jfrhii-ny-u-

e.

The landscape

MOUNTAINAIR,

Seed Potatoes

In its every street digression,
of Mountainair.
Till it brings you where the circus is
:
to be.

d

Sav-ng-

Old Stevenson Building

7
St
tainair.
And a little nearer brought you to
the line,
good mules at
FOR SAI
Where the gay lady riders passed,
once. D. P. Chaptaken
at
bargain,
if
Who a little bit outclassed
pell, Mountainair, N. M.
All the other features that had seem-

ed so fine.

fact inconceivable

trade for anything

Chappe If & ruchs

WANTED Second hand Furniture.
Bring in anything you have. ' We have
calls for it.
Chappell & Fuete, Old
Stevenson Building. ....

E-T- eam

men could and would over run the
enemy in one great swoop. The awful
carnage has never been approximated
before in the world's history and is in

The Bale of bonds of the Third Li
berty Loan series will commence on
April 6th. The call is for $3,000,000,-00- 0
and any amount
will be taken. These bonds will bear
four and a half per cent, interest.
Surely with the boys at the front, giving their all, we should at leapt furnish
the wherewithal to equip them with
the necessities for fighting. The people hava responded generously to the
first two rails, and bo doubt will do
this. But there is always the danger
Don't depend on
of
what you expect the other fallow to do,
but do yeur beSt yourself, and let him
take care of his end. Everyone who
possibly can should buy one or more
Those who cannot do this
bonds.
should remember that there is no one
s
who cannot buy Thrift Stamps or
ha,
Mexico
And
New
Stamps.
a long way to go to do her share i.i
these too. Have you, YOU, done your
part?

.

1

Jersey-Guernse- y

throat.

that the Kaiser and his p,,w
commanders have believed that their

Will buy or

if you want any of these. First come,
first served. R. L. Shaw.

i

seem to show

1

Stoves, Dishes,
Furniture,
'
Wtigons,
Implements,
Farm
Buggies, Harness, Etc., Etc.

Will have a lot of my seed potatoes
in Mountainair, ' Saturday, March 16.
See me or leave word with Jim Payne,

ts

ia-se-

j

for business March

st. Bring us
anything you do not need and turn it into cash.
Will open

'

'

oilier year, '.li re't- no teiln g
how oii' Ik'II lust.
They know where to get
thoui iu this town.
-

Piñón hardware &

turniture
G.T. McWnirtcr,

Co.
Manager

15

When in need of implements, wagons 5
or harness go to Clem Shaffer the old
reliable.

Can't you see the lemonade
Which the seller said was made
By the stirring of a spade in the
Seed
snade?
How you liked it rod and sweet,
Grown in San Francisco Mountain
With aorne gingerbread to eat,
without Irrigation, Mountainair Pro- And a popcorn ball or two in the duce Company,
trade!

Abo
LLOYD ORME, Manager

Potatoes

Oh,

that circus day parade!

What impretsions then it made,
Like the pictures on a film in a row.
And though changed somewhat in years
Your memory still adheres
To

the moving picture show of long
ago.

--

New Mexico Journal of Education.

The fellow who complains

not getting enough
enough.

is

that he is

usually not giving

Baptist Church Services
Sunday School at 10 a. m: BT Yr'P.
U. at 7 p. m. Preaching the 1st and
3d Sundays at 11 a. m. and
Prayer Meeting every Wedneaday evening at 7:30. Ladies Missionary Aid. Society meets twice a month (Wednesday) 2:39 p. m. Sunbeam Band 1st and
8d Sundays at 3 p. m.
Church Conference Saturday 7:30 p.
m. before the 1st Sunday in each month.
W. R PbfpT& Paster.
7:45-pi,lrtv-

l

The Mountainair Independ ni
S2.00 per year

Í

tnTifi VTWt "rhtr irMrrgtrrs
Sometimes In the.flnre of a shMT burst
him at the snm tlme
a mun'a body would be sUhrttootrtKl- tPTf to,
against the parados-o- f
tlie tretiA.and Totnmy nearest me received the butf
!t appeared like a huge moh$4er. iYou of the German's rifle In a smashing
It
couM hnrdly hear yourself tiínk. When blow below the right temple.
an order was to be passedAlown the smashed his hend liko an eggshell. lie
trench you had to yell It, wing your pitched forwnrd on his side and a conhands as n funnel Into thwirtir of the vulsive shudder ran through his body.
man sitting next to you on tha fire step. Meanwhile the other Tommy had
In abont twenty minutes n .generous gained the rear of the Prussian. Sudrnm Issue was doled out. After drink- denly about four Inches of bayonet
ing the rum, which tasted like vnrnlsh protruded from the thront of the Prusand sent a shudder through your sian soldier, who staggered forward
frame, you wondered why they made and fell. I will never forget the look
you wait until the lifting of the, bar- of blank astonishment that came over
rage before going over. At ten min- his face.
utes to four word was passed down.
Then something hit me in the left
"Ten minutes to go!" Ten minutes shoulder and my left side went numb.
to livel We were shivering all over. It felt as if a hot poker was. being
My legs felt as if they were asleep. driven through me. I felt no pain
Then word was passed down : "First Just a sort of nervous shock. A baywave get on and near the scaling lad- onet had pierced me from the rear. I
ders."
fell backward on the ground, but was
These were small wooden ladders not unconscious, because I could see
dim objects moving around me. Then
which we had placed against the parapet to enable us to go over the top on a flash of light In front of my eyes and
the lifting of the barrage. "Ladders of unconsciousness. Something had hit
death" we called them, and veritably me on the head. I have never found
out what It was.
they were.
I dreamed I was being tossed about
Before a charge Tommy Is the po- litest of men. There Is never any push- In an open boat on a heaving sea and
ing or crowding to be first up these opened ray eyes. The moon was shinladders. We crouched around the bnse ing. I was on a stretcher being carof the ladders waiting for the word ried! down one of our communication
to go over. I was sick, and faint, and trenches. At the advanced first-aiwas puffing away at an unlightcd fag. post my wounds were dressed, and
then I was put Into an ambulance and
Then came the word, "Three mim.ito go; upon the lifting of the barrage aviit to one of the bnse hospitals.' The
and on the blast of the whistles, 'Over wounds In my shoulder and head were
the top with the best o' luck and give not serious and In six weeks I had rethem hell.' " The famous phrase? of joined my company for service In the
the western front. The Jonah phrase front line.
of the western front To Tommy It
means if you are lucky enough to come
CHAPTER XII.
back you will be minus an ami; or a
leg. Tommy hates to be wished the
Bombing.
best of luck; so, when peace lsr de
The boys In the section welcomed me
dared. If it ever Is, and you meet a back, but there were many strange
Tommy on the street, Just wish hini'the faces. Several of our men had gone
best of luck and duck the brick 'that West In that charge, and were lying
follows.
"somewhere In France" with a little
I glanced again at my wrist watch. wooden cross at their heads. Wo were
We all wore them and you could hardly
call us "sissies" for doing so. It was n
minute to four. I could see the hand
move to the twelve, then a dead silence. It hurt. Everyone looked up
to see what had happened, but not for
long. Sharp whistle blasts rang out
along the trench, and with a cheer the
men scrambled up the ladders. The
bullets were cracking overhead, and
occasionally a machine gun would rip
and tear the top of the sandbag parapet. How I got up that ladder I will
never know. The first ten feet out In
front was agony. Then we passed
through lanes in our barbed wire. I
knew I was running, but could feel no
motion below the waist. Patches on
the ground seemed to float to the rear
as if I were on a treadmill and scenery was rushing past me. The Germans had put a barrage of shrapnel
across No Man's Land, and you could
hear the pieces slap the ground about
'
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8YN0PSIS.
by the news of the
CHAPTER lrrd
sinking of the I.usltntiia by a German
submarine, Arthur Guy Empey, an American, loavrs his office in Jersey City and
poca to England where ho enlisU In the
British army.
fter
a poriod of trainCHAPTER
ing. Empey volunteers for Immediate cervine and soon (Inds himself in rest billets
"somewhere in France," where he first
makes the acquaintance of the
"cooties."
pey
CHAPTER
attends his first
church sorvlces at the front while a German Kokkcr circles over the congregation.
CHAPTER IV Empey's command joes
into the front-lin- o
trenches and Is under
fire for th first time.
CHAPTER V Epey learns to adopt
the rrtotto of the Urtlsh Tommy, "If you
are going to got It, you'll get it, so never
worry."
CHAPTER VI -- Back in rest billets, Empey gets his first experience us a mee
orderly.
CHAPTER VII Empey teams how the
British soldiers are fed.
In th front-lin- e
CHAPTER Vm-Ba- ck
trench, Empey sees his first friend of the
trenches "ko West."
II-A-

ever-prese-

nt
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Just before daylight the men "turn
to" and tumble out of the dugouts, man
the flre step until It gets light, or the
welcome order "stand down" Is given.
Sometimes before "stand down" is or"
dered, the command "five rounds
Is passed along the trench. This
means that each man must rest his
rifle on the top and fire as rapidly as
possible five shots aimed toward the
German trenches, and then duck (with
t Jit. emphasis on the "duck"). There is
a great rivalry between the opposing
forces to get their rapid fire all off
first, because the early bird, in this Insta nee, catches the worm sort of gets
the jump on the other fellow, catching
him unawares.
Wo had a sergeant in our battalion
named Warren. He was on duty with
bis DlatooL In the fire trench one afternoon v iu ;i orders came up from the
granted seven
roar that e had
days' Unve for Iühfnty, and would be
lU'wil at live o'clock to proceed to
rap-Id-

r-

England.
Ho was tickled to death at these
welcome tidings and regaled his more
or less envious mates beside him on
the lire slop with the good times in
store for him. He figured It out that
in two days' time he would arrive at
"Watrrino station, London, and then
seven (lays' bliss !
At about five minutes to five he
started to fidget with his rifle, and
then suddenly springing up on the fire
step with a muttered, "I'll send over
a couple of souvenirs to Fritz so that
he'll miss me when I leave," he stuck
his rife over the top and fired two shots
when "crack" went a bullet and he

EMPTY

HJY

the orders which have been read'ont
by the orderly sergeant the lilght previous.

Retween 11:30 and noon he Is dismissed, has his dinner and Is "on his
own" for the remainder of the day,
unless he has clicked for a digging or
working party, and so it goes on from
day to day, always "looping the loop"
and looking forward to peace and
Blighty.
Sometimes,
while engaged In n
"cootie" hunt, you think. Strange to
say, but It Is a fact, while Tommy Is

channel :
Will I emerge safely from the next
attack? If I do will I skin through the
following one, and so on? While your
mind Is wandering into the future It
Is likely to be rudely brought to earth
by a Tommy interrupting with, "What's
LI

I

tl

.

Then you 'have something else to
think of. Will you come out of this
war crippled and tied into knots with
rheumatism, caused by the wet nnd
mud of trenches and dugouts? You
give It up as a bad job and generally
saunter over to the nearest estaminet
to drown your moody forebodings In a
glass of sickening French beer or to
try your luck at the always present
game of "house." You can hear the
voice of a Tommy droning
out the numbers ns he extracts the
little squares of cardboard from the
bag between his feet.
sing-son-

CHAPTER XI.
Over the Tcp.
trip to the trenches

On my second

our officer was making !ls rounds of
inspection, and we received the cheerful news that at four in the morning
we were to go over the top and take
the German front-lintrench. My heart
turned to lead. ' Then the officer carried on with his Instructions. To the
best of my memory I recall them as
follows: "At eleven a wiring party will
go out In front nnd cut lanes through
our barbed wire for the passage of
troops In the morning. At two o'clock
our artillery will open up with an Intense bombardment, which will last until four. Upon the lifting of the barrage the first of the three waves will
go over." Then he left. Some of the
Tommies, first getting permission from
the sergeant, went into the machine
gunners' dugout and wrni
letters
home, saying that in the rooming they
were going over the top. and also that
If the letters reached their destination
It would mean that the writer had been
killed.
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Lewis Gun in Action.

tumbled oft the step, fell Into the mini
at the bottom of the trench, and lay
still in a huddled heap with a bullet
hole in his forehead.
At about the time he expected to arrive at Waterloo station he was laid
to rest In a little cemetery behind the
linos. lie had gone to Blighty.
In the trenches one can never tell
It Is not safe to plan very far ahead.
After "stand down" the men sit on
the flre step or repair to their respee-llv- e
dugouts and wait for the "rum Issue" to materialize. Immediately following the rum comes breakfast,!
brought up from the rear. Sleeping Is
then In order unless some special work
turns up.
Around 12:30 dinner shows up.
When this Is eaten the men try to
amuse themselves until "tea" appears
at about four o'clock, then "stand to"
and they carry on as before. n .,
While In rest billets Tommy got
six In the morning, washes up,
answers roll eall, Is Inspected bjCíifi
platoon officer, and has breakfast. At
8;45 he parades (drills) with his com-- :
gender oeog fatlgne iccordJcj; to

j
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spectacle that put Pain's greatest display Into the shade. The constant,
pup, pup, of German machine guus nnd
an occasional rattle of rifle firing gave
me the Impression of a huge ntidlence
applauding the work of the batteries.
were destroying the
Our
German barbed wire, while the heavier
stuff was demolishing their trendies
and bashing In dugouts or funk holes.
Then Fritz got busy.
Their shells went screaming overhead, aimed in the direction of the
flares from our batteries,... Trench
starred.; dropping J"MInnies"' In
oéP'fronV'ílné.' We clicked several casualties. Then they suddenly ceased.
iirO artillery had taped or silenced
them.
During the bombardment you Could
mor-tur- .,

After I had passed our barbed wire
and gotten into No Man's Land a
Tommy about fifteen feet to my right
front turned around and looking In my
direction, put his hand to his mouth
and yelled something which I could not
make out on account of the noise from
the bursting shells. Then he coughed,
stumbled, pitched forward and lay still.
His body seemed to float to the rear
of me. I could hear sharp cracks in
the air about me. These were caused
by passing rifle bullets. Frequently,
to my right and left, little spurts of
dirt would rise Into the air and a ricochet bullet would whine on Its way.
If a Tommy should see one of these
little spurts in front of him, he would
tell the nurse about it later. Tha
crossing of No Man's Land remains a
blank to me.
Men on my right and left would
stumble and fall. Some would try to
get up, while others remained huddled
nnd motionless.
Then smashed-ubarbed wire came Into view and
seemed carried on a tide to the rear.
Suddenly, In front of me loomed a
bashed-ltrench about four feet wide.
forms like mud turtles
were
ambling up its wall. One of
these forms seemed to slip and then
rolled to the bottom of the trench. I
leaped across this hitervening space.
The man to my left seemed to pause in
midair, then pitched head down Into
the German trench. I laughed out loud
in my delirium. Upon alighting on the
other side of the trench I came to with
a sudden jolt. Itlght In front of me
loomed a giant form with a rifle which
looked abont ten feet long, on the end
of which seemed seven bayonets. These
flashed In the air in front of me. Then
through my mind flashed the admonition of our bayonet Instructor back In
Blighty. He had said, "whenever you
get In n charge and run your bayonet
up to the hilt lntoa German the Frit7,
will fall. Perhaps your rifle will bo
wrenched from your grasp. Do not
waste time, if the bayonet Is fouled
In his equipment, by putting your foot
on his stomach and tugging at the rifle
to extricate the bayonet.
Simply
press the trigger and the bullet will
free It." In my present situation this
was the logic, but for the Ufo of me
I could not remember how he had told
me to get my bayonet Into the Ger- man. To me this was the paramount
Issue. I closed my eyes and lunged
forward. My rifle was torn from my
hands. I must have gotten the German because he had disappeared.
About twenty feet to my left front
was a huge Prussian nearly six feet
four Inches In height, a fine specimen
of physical manhood.
Tho bayonet
from his rifle was missing, but he
clutched the barrel In both hands and
was swinging the butt around his head,
I could almost hear the swish of the
butt passing through the air. Threo
little Tommies were engaged with him.
They looked like pigmies alongside of
the Prussian. The Tommy on the left
wB8 gradually circling to tie rear of
eppvaeni Itwat a ftrnay rtght to
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to respond if at all possible. If it a impoMtible, it ih ri queued that tome other
representative of the same school be secured as 6ujp!y fy tilt tne not able to
reipond.
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11:15-Addr-
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ll:35-Gen-
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Pleasant Viw

Led by W. N. Walpole,

and Traiio Service
"The Superintendent's
Sunday School

Relation to the
Rev. T. V. Ludlow, Mountainair.
Ltd by J L. Lotb, Willard.

Discussion

"The Secretary's Work,"

Pggott, Cedarvale.

B. E.

I.

Led by Mrs. L.

Discussion

Burry, Willard.

DINNER

NOON

Led by G. C. Fulftr, Gran Quivira
and Praise Service
"Relation of the Teacher to the CUss," B. Sndl, PleasantView.
Led by M.. MoCull ugh, Mt. Calvary
Discussion
'
2:30 Business Meeting
Led by J. W. tlarrison, Liberty
of the Schools"
Discussion, "For the
East Ma.
L.d by L. A.
l:30-So-

ng

2:00-Addr-
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2:20-Gen-

eral

3:00-Sing-

ing

3:20-Gen-
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3:40-Sing-

ing
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At noon dinner will be spread and ill sve invited
that there may be sufficient for everyone.

Ui

ing basket dinner
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FIFTH SUNDAY MEETING
CENTRAL ASSOCIATION
The Fifth Sunday Meeting of Centra! Association of th- liaiti-- t Church
will be held with the' Mountaina.r Church commencing- .n Thursday night,
March 28th, and. continuing over Sunday the 01st. Following is'the
-
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Rewards?"
"What is the relation between God and the
erated man who is living in ir ?''
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C. T.
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Sermon
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.

Devotional
is a good way to enlist women in wen'

A. M. Lacky
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"What should
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Mis.
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7:00 p.

Hand Grenades.

in rest billets. The next day our captain asked for volunteers for bombers'
school. I jiive my name and was accepted. I had joined the Suicide club,
and my troubles commenced. Thirty-tw- o
men of the battalion, including myself, were sent to L
, where we
went through a course In bombing.
Here we were instructed In the uses,
mol hods of throwing and manufacture
of various kinds of hand grenades,
from the old "jam tin," now obsolete,
to the present Mills bomb, the standard
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30
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s,

'

11:00 a. m.
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Tommy would stoop down, get an
empty "Jam tin," take a handful of
clayey mud from the pan tot. ( d lino!
I'll
the Inside of the
!

C. T.

An old time experience meeting
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A. L. Duncan
C. T. Taylor
H. E. Porter

Devotional

SUNDAY, March

of the British array.
It all depends where you are as to
what you are called. In France they
call you a "bomber" nnd give you medals, while In neutral countries they
call you an anarchist und give you
"life."
From the very start the Germans
were well equipped with effective
bombs aud trained bomb throwers, but
the English army was as little prepared in this important department of
fighting as In many others. At bombing school an old sergeant of the Grenadier guards, whom I had the good
fortune to meet, told me of the discouragements this branch of the service
suffered before they could meet the
Germans on an equal footing. (Pacifists and small army people In the
U. S. please read with care.) The first
English expeditionary forces had no
bombs at all," but had clicked a lot of
casualties from those thrown by tha
Boches. One bright morning someone
higher up had an idea and issued an
order detailing two men from each
platoon to go to bombing school to
learn the duties of a bomber and how
to manufacture bombs. Noncommls-sloned officers were generally selected
for this course. After about two
weeks nt school they returned to their
units In rest billets or fn the fire
trench, as the case might be, and got
busy teaching their platoons how t
make "jam tins."
Previously an order hnd been issued
for all ranks to save empty jam tins
for the manufacture of bombs. A pro-- ,
fessor of bombing would sit on the
flre step In the front trench with the
remainder of his. section crotvdlna
around to see him work.
On his left would bo n r"R of 'mpty
nnd rusty jam tins, whib besid-- hlin
on the flre step wou'd be a n
assortment of material used In
the manufacture of the "jnm tins."

g

W.C.Grant

Sermon
9:45 a. m.

J. Day

A. A. Kitchings

"A True versas a False Estimate of Values"
7:30 p. m.

Porter

liole. Mrs. Tom Lomrkin
Gip Akin
A. L. Duncan

Devotional
"Why should a Christian Give?"
"To vhat cuusea il.ouiU hx give':''
"How mu h thouiu Le gntn?".,
m. -- Seimon

2:30 p. m.

Edwards

M.

Mrs. Eva Corbctt

"What,
work?"

w-

Taylor

reji'-ri-

9:00 a. m.
Throwing

Porter
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The regular quarterly DitrLt Surety Sihool Convention will b
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committee is Riven below, ur.d t adi ,n to piaced on the pu gwm is requested

you.

e

mont."
Then the nerve-rackinwait com--- )
menced. Every now and then I would
glance at the dial of my wrist watch
and was surprised to see how fast the
minutes passed by. About five minutes
to two I got nervous waiting for our
guns to open up. I could not take my
eyes from my watch.
I crouched
against the parapet and strained my
muscles in a deathlike grip upon my
rifle. As the hands on my watch
showed two o'clock a blinding red flare
lighted up the sky In our rear, then
thunder, intermixed with a sharp, whis-tlin- g
sound in the air over our heads.
The shells from iur guns were speeding on .their way toward the Herman
lines.
With one accord the men
sprang up on the fire step and looked
over the top In the direction of the
German trenches. A line of bursting
shells lighted up No Man's Land. The
din was terrific and the ground trembled. Then, high above our heads we
could hear a sighing moan. Our big
boys behind the line had opened up
shells commenced
and 0.2's and
dropping into the German lines. The
flash of the guns behind the lines, the
scream of the shells through the air,
nnd the flare of them, bursting, was a

...
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These letters were turned over to
the captain with instructions to mall
saute in the event of the writer's being
Some of the men made out
killed.
their wills in their pay books, und'T
the caption, "Will arid Last Testa- -

lkV x x
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searching his shirt serious thoughts
come to him. Many a time, when performing this operation, I have tried
to figure out the outcome of the war
and what will happen to me.
My thoughts generally ran In this

I
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JIM PAYNE,

Proprietor

Lots of times In bombing the "Jam
tin" would be picked up by the Germans, before It exploded, and thrown
back at Tommy with dire results.
After a lot of men went West in this
manner an order was Issued, reading
something like this :
"To all ranks in the British army:
After Igniting the fuse and before
throwing the Jam-tibomb, count
slowly one! two! three!"
This In order to give the fuse time
enough to burn down, so that the bomb
would explode before the Germans
could throw It back.
Tommy read the order he rends
them all, but after he Ignited the fuse
and It began to smoke orders were
forgotten, and away she went In record
time and back she came to the further
discomfort of the thrower.
Then another order was Issued to
count, "one hundred ! two- - hundred
three hundred!" But Tommy didn't
care If the order read to count up to
a thousand by quarters, he was going
to get rid of that "Jam tin," becauso
from experience he had learned not
to trust It
When the powers that be realized
that they could not change Tommy
they decided to change the type of
bomb and did so substituting the
"hair brush," the "cricket ball," and
later the Mills bomb.
The standard bomb used In the British army Is the "Mills." It Is about the
shape and size of a large lemon. Although not actually a lemon, Fritz Insists that It Is; perhaps he Judges It
by the havoc caused by Its explosion.
The Mills bomb Is made of steel, the
outside of which is corrugated into 48
small squares, which, upon the explosion of the bomb, scatter in a wide
area, wounding or killing any Fritz
who Is unfortunate enough to be hit
by one of the flying fragments.
Although a very destructive and efficient bomb the "Mills" has the confidence of the thrower, in that he
knows it will not explode until released from his grip.
It is n mechanical device, with a
lever, fitted into a slot at the top,
which extends half way around the
circumference and is held in place at
the bottom by a fixing pin. In this pin
there Is a small metal ring, for the
purpose of extracting the pin when
ready to throw.
Too do not throw a bomb the way a
baseball Is thrown, because, when in
a narrow trench, your hand is Hablo
to strike against the parados, traverse
or parapet, and then down goes the
bomb, and, in a couple of seconds or
eo, np goes Tommy.
In throwing, the bomb and lever are
grasped fh the right hand, the left foot
is advanced, knee stiff, about one and
a balf Its length to the front, while
the right leg, knee bent, is carried
slightly to the right. The left arm is
extended at an angle of 45 degrees,
pointing fn the direction thtfbomb Is to
ttowji, Tjjjt.i?.oai&a. is finito
n
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Ladies wool skirts a specity

into tbo elr and falls harmlessly to
the ground a few feet In front of the
When the lever flies off It releases
a strong spring, which forces the firing
pin Into a percussion cap. This Ignites
the fuse, which burns down and sets
off the detonator, charged with fulminate of mercury, which explodes the
main charge of ammonal.
The average British soldier Is not an
expert at throwing; It is a new game
to him, therefore the Canadians and
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Americans, who have played baseball
from the kindergarten up, take naturally to bomb throwing and excel In
this act. A
English bomber
will stand In awed silence when he
sees a little
Canadian
outdistance his throw by several yards.
I have read a few war stories of bombing, where baseball pitchers curved
their bombs when throwlr.j
but
a pitcher who can do this would i.i .ke
"Christy" Mathewson look like a piker,
and Is losing valuable time playing In
the European War bush league, when
he would be able to set the "big
league" on fire.
We had a cushy time while at this
school. In fact, to us It was a regular
vacation, and we were very sorry when
one morning the adjutant ordered us
to report at headquarters for transportation and rations to return to our
units up the line.
Arriving at our section, the boys
once again tendered us the glad mitt,
but looked askance at us out of the
corners of their eyes. They could not
conceive, as they expressed It, how a
man could be such a blinking lcllot as
to join the Suicido club. I was beginning to feel sorry that I had become
a member of said club, and my life to
me appeared doubly precious.
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As the bomb leaves your hand, the
lever, by means of a spring, is projected

balls, lilts of iron, nails, etc. anything
that was hard enough to send over to
Fritz ; he would scoop up a hnndful ol
this Junk and put It In the bomb. Perhaps one of the platoon would ask hlra
what be did this for, and he would
explain that when the bomb exploded
these bits would fly about and kill or
wound any German hit by pame; the
questioner would immediately pull a
button oft his tunic and hand it to
the bomb maker with, "Well, blame
mo, send this over as a souvenir," or
another Tommy would volunteer an
old rusty and broken Jackknlfe; botli
would be accepted and Inserted.
Then the professor would take another handful of mud and fill the tin,
after which he would punch a hole In
the lid of the tin and put It over the
top of the bomb, the fuse sticking out.
Then perhaps lie would tlhtly wrap
wire around the outside of the tin. and
the bomb was ready to Fend over to
Fritz with Tommy's compliments,
A piece of wood about four Inches
wide had been Issued. This was to be
strapped on the left forearm by means
of two leather straps and was like the
side of a match box; It was called a
"striker." There was a tip like the
head of a match on the fuse of the
bomb. To ignite the fuse, you had to
rub it on the "striker," just the same
as striking a match. The fuse was
timed to five conds or longer. Some
of the fuses stiefl In those days would
burn down In a second or two, while
others would "sizz" for a week before
exploding. Back In Blighty the munition workers weren't quite up to snuff,
the way they are now. If the fuse took
a notion to burn too quickly they generally burled fhe bomb maker next
day. So making bombs could not be
called a "cushy" or safe Job.
After making several bombs the professor Instructs the platoon In throwing them. He takes a "Jam tin" from
the fire step, trembling a little, because It If nervous work, especially
when new at It, lights the fuse on his
striker. The fuse begins to "slzz" and
sputter and a spiral of smoke, like
that from a smoldering fag, rises from
It. The platoon splits In two and
ducks around the traverse nearest to
them. They don't like the looks and
sound of the burning fuse. When that
fuse begins to smoke and "slzz" yon
to It as soon as
want to say good-bpossible, so Tommy with all his might
chucks It over the top and crouches
against the parapet, waiting for the

Miss Verde Corbet
Of PIANO AND

turn

(Coprrliht, tSll, hi Antaar War Btap7)

fa

Brush.'

TUCKER

yon hurl the bomb from you with an
overhead bowling motion, the same as
In cricket, throwing it fairly high in
the air, this in order to give the fuse
a chance to burn down so that when
the bomb lands, it immediately explodes and gives the Germans no time
to scamper out of Its range or to re-

"Over the Top"
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to that of shot putting, only that the
right arm is extended downward. Then
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Moulainair Produce Company
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Exclusive Sales Agent for

Fire Proof Store House
Bathroom at the Front,
Tliat march was the most uncongenial
one Imagined, Just cussing and blinding all the way. We were covered with
white dust and felt greasy from sweat.
The woolen underwear Issued was
Itching like the mischief.
After eating our dinner of stew,
rt
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Make This Your Bank

Cta

now four o'clock we went Into tha
creek and had another bath.
If "Holy Joe" could have heard our

remarks about the divisional baths
and army red tape he would have
fainted at our wickedness. But Tommy Is only human after all.
I just mentioned "Holy Joe" or the
cha'plaln In an Irreverent sort of way,
but no offense was meant, as there
Now that I was a
I
bomber was praying for peace and wore some very brave men among
hoping that my services as such would them.
There are so many Instances of henot be required.
roic deeds performed under fire In rescuing the wounded that It would take
CHAPTER XIII.
several books to chronicle them, but I
have to mention one Instance perMy First Official Bath.
Right behind our rest billet was a formed by a chaplain, Captain Hall by
large creek about ten feet deep and name, In the brigade on our left, be- twenty feet across, and It was a habit cause It particularly appealed to me.
A
Is not a fighting man; he
of the company to avail themselves of Is chaplain
recognized as a noncombatant and
an opportunity to take a swim and at
no arms. In a charge or trench
the same time thoroughly wash them- carries
mid
the
soldier gets a feeling of conselves and their underwear when on
fidence from contact with his rifle, retheir own. We were having a spell of volver, or bomb he Is
carrying. He has
hot weather, and those baths to us something to
protect
himself with,
were a luxury. The Tommies would
something with which he can inflict
splash around In the water and then
harm on the enemy In other words,
come out and sit In the sun and have
he is able to get his own back.
what they termed a "shirt hunt." At
But
chaplain is
first we tried to drown the "cooties," and Is the
mercy of the enemy If
at
tho
but they also seemed to enjoy the bath. he encounters
them, so It Is doubly
One Sunday morning the whole secgo over the top, under
brave
to
for
him
tion was In the crock and we were hav- fire,
bring
In
and
wounded.
Also a
ing a gay time, when the sergeant machaplain is not required by the king's
jor appeared on the scene. He came regulations to go
over In a charge, but
to the edge of the creek and ordered:
one did, made three trips under
this
"Come out of It. Get your equipment
the hottest kind of flro, each time reon, 'drill order,' and fall in for bath
turning with a wounded man on his
parade. Look lively, my hearties. You back. On
the third trlD he received
have only got fifteen minutes," A howl
of Indignation from the crock greeted
this order, but out we came. Disci- late
that night Just spent his time ad- pline is discipline. We Hnod up in
and bay- eTiy
front of our billet with r
onets (why you need riiles and bayome cnamains or tne Krmsn arm ;
nets to take a bath gets me), a full
quota of ammunition, and our tin hats. are a fine, manly Bet of men, and aro
greatly respected by Tomm.v.
Each man had a piece of soap and a
eight-kiltowel. After an
march along
a dusty road, with an occasional shell
(Continued next week)
whistling overhead, we arrived at a
little squat frame building upon the
The most foolish law is tha act of
bank of a creek. Nailed over the door
of this building was a large sign which conpvess to rf t up the time one hour so
read "Divisional Baths." In a wooden aa to save just 03 m ich daylight in the
shed In the rear we could hear a morning. It may
g
a lot of lazy
wheezy old engine pumping water.
of
bed
out
a
little
earlier
will
but
We lined up in front of the baths,
soaked with perspiration, and piled not effect the farmers who arise before
our rifles Into stacks. A sergeant of cb.jlight and hayo half day's work
the R. A. M. C. with a yellow band
around his left arm on which was done before th world is ; wake. Field
"S. P." (sanitary police) In black lefc & F.'iTO
ters, took charge, ordering us to take
off our equipment, unroll our puttees
é
vi; K ih i
and unlace boots, Then, starting from
t
IL
the right of the line, he divided us
Into squads of fifteen. I happened to
be in the first squad.
(
We entered a small room, where we
were given five minutes to undress,
then filed Into the bathroom. In here
sure-enoug-

'-

FEED, COAL APiD

conveniences and cordial ixreonal
you feel at home with us.
will
make
attention
Our acre

Designated Depositor" for

.

THE-

KDIM

LAND BAKK

of Widiiia, Kansas

h

State National Bank
Albuquerque. N.

Drugs and Druggists Sundries
Books and Stationery
Cigars
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded
from Purest Drugs

empty-hande-
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TRAPPERS BEWARE of cheap LURES and BAITS
We curry the True. Oils of Sweet Anise, Cumin and
Also p,,r.GirH Asatetida, Chinese Musk and g
o
u s. 10 win urtv vuu w uei wuniii.y vj' uuo av im-Pharmacy

rn

m

o

fel-low-

g--

1

J. li. Griffin

Agency
Ford
Mountainair,
N. M.

A

t

get it

there were fifteen tubs (barrels sawed
In two) half full of water. Each tub
contained a piece of hiundry soap. The

sergeant informed us that, we had Just
twelve minutes in which to take our
baths. Soaping ourselves all over, we
took turns in rubbing each other's
backs, then by means of a garden hose,
washed the soap off. The water was
Ice cold, but felt fine.
Pretty soon a bell rang and the water was turned off. Some of the slower
ones were covered with soap, but this
made no difference to the sergeant,
who chased us Into another room,
where we lined up in front of a little
window, resembling the box offtcejn a
theater, and received clean underwear
and towels. From here we went Into
the room where we had first undressed.
Ten minutes were allowed In which to
get Into our "clabber,"
My pair of drawers came up to my
chin and the shirt barely reached my
diaphragm, but they were clean no
strangers on them, so I was satisfied.
At the expiration of the time allotted we were turned out and finished
our dressing on the grass.
When all of the company had bathed,
pi march back to billet.
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wit" ford Cars

$450.00

Goodyear Casings

Application Blanks for State Licences
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P. A. bpecKmann
U. S. Commissioner
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Purchase the "NEW KC..
a lile asset at the i rice ye i r
repair expense hy fp;r.:r
'
quality of material i:. itc
mum cost. Insist o j.a-c

WARRANTS

Known the woiid cv-- r
Not sold
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Seleeíed Teas arid
Coffees

For your own
daily use or for

spe-

cial occasions when
you entertain.you want
the very best of Coffeei
nd Teas for the
least money.

Our Coffees are all high
quality finest flavor, best
selected beans, all evenly
roasted.
No matter what
price you wish to pay,
we can picas you.

And our stock of Teas
is

made up of the choicest varieties of leaf

any-

thing you want both as to
flavor and price. Try us.

Mountainair Lumber Co.
Every lime you Ikk a Thrift Slemp,
You

help Ikk (lie Kaiser.

f

Personal and Joca

01

F. G. McCabe of Willard was here
lueedfij on business,

Fr d

on

llm.n is hue fiom Orig
prospecting for a Lotion.
Vi

j

n

Miss L"i Hollon has heen confined to
her home wi'.h t nsilitia.
Mrs. Viola Mc iuire, who
ill for Burnt

tirr,

is

has' been
again able to Le

Wc have a few more safety deposit boxes
that we wish to rent to our customers at a nominal charge. It would be well for those of you

up.

Seven train loads of soldiers pasaeJ
through Mountainair Monday of this
Mrs. M. MacEachern and Master
Howell, have been on the sick list the
week.

having valuable papers deeds, contracts, receipts, Liberty Bonds, Insurance policies, etc. to
secure one of thee steel boxes in. our vault and
feel that such papers are safe from fire, theft,
burglary or misplacement, and to know that they
can always be had by stoping by our bank for
them. Come and familiarize yourselves with
our bank and learn in how many ways we can
assist you and safeguard your business

past week.
New and Secondhand Furniture at
Mrs. W. H. Mason and son, Forrest,
Chappell & Fuchs', eld Stevenson
were over from Estancia Wednesday
Building.
on business.
Clay Carter Brown of Tucumcari was
The Mountainair Lumber Company is
transacting business in Mountainair
having the fivnt of their store building
Tuesday of this wek.
compite ted.

J. C. Peterson, accompanied

by Mis.

Peterson of Estancia, were here
day looking after Ford business.

Tues-

J. A. Valentine and W. J. McGennis
made a business tup to Estancia yes-

terday afternoon.
R. B. Cochrane was here from EsEditor R. L. Hitt and family, of the
tancia Tuesday on business. He paid a
Willard
while
here.
Record, were in Mountainair
short visit to our sanctum
yesterday on business.
Miss Bernie Orme, bookkeeper at the
Born yesterday morning to Mr. and
Mountainair State Bank, was confined
Mrs.
J. A. Cluff, a daughter. Mother
of
the week, but
to her home the first
and child are reported as doing well.
is again able to be out.

MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
Member Federal Reserve System

Mountainair, N.

I. J. Wilcoxen and family left SunHenry StauiTer who fell from his
day
morning for VV infield, Kansas,
windmill tower some days since, was in
town again Tuesday of this week, not where they expect to make their home.
jet able to get around readily, but still Mrs. Sallie
Fulton and Robert left
able to be up and about.
the first of the week for Gallup, where
they will make their home with her
John Berkshire came over from Es- sbn, Clyde Mayo.
tancia Tuesday with the Peterson's and
took another look at our little city.
Robert II. Bryan, member of Co. G,
so
move,
good
a
as
is
as
3rd Regiment, Camp Dewey, Great
The third visit
we expect Mr. Berkshire's family here Lakes, Illinois, has had pneumonia and
soon, as this is his second visit
is home on turlough.

We have a complete line of OLIVER Implements
the best on the market. The prices are in line. Also a
complete line of General Merchandise consisting of DRY
GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES, HATS sid OATS, HARD-

J. H. Griffin,

wife and daughter,
Glauys, accompanied by Mrs.
Voss ami ivirs. AitYVhirter, weie Albuquerque visitors the rust oí the week.
Miss

rarflmiinig
M actio fin 8iry
If you are in

the market for anything in the line of Farm-

ing Implements, Wagons, Barled VCire or VFire Fencing
ana Hardware of all kinds, see

Clem Shaffer at JVlountainair, .N.

TVf.

before you buy, as you can save money

A

$1 5,000 tock of John Deere and Moline Farm Implements bought before the advance the I of January, 1918, inclu1

ding Gang Plows, Sulky Plows, Walking Plows-fro- m
7 to 16
inches; Liters and Middle Breakers, both two and four wheels,
also Walking Listers, Disc Harrows, Drag Harrows-a- ny
size you
want; Cultivators-bo- th
riding and walking and lots of them.
See the famous Moline two-roBoston Bean and Corn
Planter and the Moline two-roFlying Dutchman, both edge
and round drop, Bean and Corn Planter; also the famous John
Deere No. 9 9 two-roBean and Corn Planter.
The new John Deere New Mexico Special VPagon;
with the Bain and the Mitchell are three of the beát Farm Wagons on earth. We have a large slock of Barbed Wire which
we offer at less than present cosl.
We have the beft equipped blacksmith shop in Torrance
County. Trip hammer, drill, emory wheels, etc., are driven by
gasoline engine. The best of mechanics are employed, and with
the best of tools turn out the best of work. A large stock of
blacksmith's supplies always on hand.
w

w

1

w

Our Cash Prices are JVloney Savers
Get our prices, see our goods and you will deal
with us because it is to your advantage to do so.

The Genu laffeir
arroware (un0
TitiJIity

WARE, CROCKERY, NOTIONS, Etc.
Owing to the fact that the railroads are congested
with freight, it is very difficult to obtain Feed StufF. However we shall endeavor to keep a stock of feeds of all kinds
on hand at all times.
The fact that we concentrate the buying for our
three stores gives an advantage which you will be able to
appreciate when yon price our merchandise.
We guarantee a square deal to all who deal with us.
ONE PRICE TO ALL

U. Romero returned lrom Albuquerque yesterday morning wnere he had
been to vibit Adoilo 'lapia, who is undergoing repairs in a hospital, alter
having iiad several rounds with a line
shatt at tne sawmill last Friday.

i

A rumor gained current on tne streets
tiere ftioiiuuy that tlie Gtiiiiaa Crown
frince had been captured, and everyone was jubilant.
The Independent

tor couth mativti ot
the rumor, Out received the boiiowiul
ieply that the rumor was untrue.
wired Albuqueique

Wlard

Dennis W. Toth, the Mountainair
painter and cecoraior, spent several
uays last week in hstanua, and lelt
agiu on Tuebuay morning ot thi Week
ror the county seat, where he has woik
in putting the fiiiibhing touches on
store uuudings.
bev-er-

Dealers
ENCINO

in Everything

MOUNTAIINUR

WILLARD

al

Rev.
S. Alonzo Bright, D. I).,
preached a very interesting bermon to
over tf, hundieu heaieis last Sunday
morning at the M. E. Chapel, 'there
were bl in Sunday School, with more
than hail ot the number in then places
when the service opened. I he attendance at the night service was also

&
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

....
......
....
....
Albuquerque, New Mex.

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
At The Close of Business, June 20, 1917.
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
$4,266,616.61

good.
LOST

Ladies' shopping bag, with
purse of 65c, couple of tape lines, a
pair oí glasses and a package of
LoBt between town and
letters.
Coopers, farm south.
Leave at the
Independent office.
Mrs E, J. Kitchings.

Overdraft

Bonds, Securities, Etc.
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank, Dallas, Texas
Real Estate Owned
Banking House and Furniture
United States Bondi
$ 425,000.00
Cash and Exchange
1.980,643.69

...
...
...

Total
LIABILITIES

Capital
Surplus and Profits
Circulation
Rediscounts and Bills Payable
Deposits

Election Proclamation
All quanned electors, reoiuing within
the corporate limits oí the Village of
Mountainair, New Mexico, are hereby
notified that an election will be held at

the office of the Abo Land Company, in
the alertkftid village, on the first Tuesday of April, being the 2d day, 1918, to
elect a Mayor, Cleik, four Trustees,
Marshall and Treasurer for the eaid
village for a term of two years, as
provided by Sections 8767 and 8769 of
the New Mexico Statutes, Code of

1,468.79
24,447 22
15, 000.

142,599.26
61,040.35
2,405,643.69
$6,916,815.92
$

Total

CO

400,000.00
254,354.36
300,000.00
543,162.97
5,419,298.69
a Gi

bi e

no

THE PIRST NATIONAL BANK
BELEN, NEW MEXICO

1915,

DEPARTMENTS

W. R. Orme, Mayor.

Commercial

Attest: P. A. Speckmann, Clerk.

Seed Potatoes

MAINTAINED

Savings

Safe Deposit

Banking Business entrusted to our keeping
receives the most careful attention

Grown in San Francisco

without Irrigation.
y drc Company.

ercantile Co.

Mountain
Mountainair Pro- -
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